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Creating a Culture of Leadership Development
(with Sandals Church) - Episode 313
Empowering Next Generation Leaders (Part 2)

We've seen leadership developmentmodeled in scripture, fromMoses and Joshua to Paul and
Timothy. But how can churches today effectively create a culture of mentoring and investing in the
next generation of leaders?

In this episode, we’re joined by Executive Pastor Dan Zimbardi and People and Culture Director
TimHawley from Sandals Church (Riverside, CA) to discover how their church has created a
successful leadership developmentmodel to invest in the next generation.

Interview with Dan Zimbardi & Tim Hawley

Dan, at a gathering of large churches last fall, you suggested that our generation, Gen X, has
done a poor job of empowering future leaders. Can you unpack that a bit?

DAN: If you just look at the data, keymetrics (membership, attendance, church closures, baptisms)
are down across the board. The big question is why? Inmy opinion, it starts with a real leadership
vacuum that exists in the church today. You've got a lot of Boomers who have retired or are
retiring and a lot of Gen X pastors that are worn out and transitioning out.What we're finding is
there's not a large group of really talented young leaders to come and assume the responsibility
for this void of leadership in the church. I do believe that a lot of it falls to us Gen Xers. Matt
Brown, the founder of Sandals Church, recently said: “The biggest mistake we canmake is
removing barriers in front of a young leader.” And that sort of exemplifies what I think has
happenedwith Gen Xers:We’re removing barriers.We're not creating opportunities.

Tim, you’re the “People and Culture Director” at Sandals. Can you explain your responsibilities?

TIM: Ourmission as a staff is to deliver life change through real relationships with ourselves, God
and others—so that's really what my team focuses on empowering our staff to do. Our team
oversees the traditional, operational human resources functions (payroll benefits, employee
relations, etc.) but our team's focus is really on shaping our culture by building strategies and
frameworks that help support the people so that they can do their life's work. It's my favorite job
I've ever had. It’s a needed response to the trends that we're seeing in terms of employee
relations—it’s shifting from traditional HR operations to somethingmore robust.
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It sounds like Sandals has an intentional process for equipping and empowering next generation
leaders.Will you help us get a picture of what that looks like?

TIM: It starts with our ROGO vision: real with ourselves, God, and others. So the framework is
called the “ROGOWay.”Within the ROGOWay, we’re heavily focused on a significant through-line
of mentorship andwe have several very intentional programs that we draw our folks into
depending upon their path, their career arc, what's next for them, and their development journey.
For example, one of those programs is ROGONext Gen, which is focused on people who are
demonstrating future senior level leadership potential.We draw them into a 12-24month
programwhere they'll have special projects outside of their normal work, attend almost all of our
highest level executivemeetings, and be paired with amarketplacementor.

Certainly developing the next generation is not about only having a program, it's a mindset. But
part of creating that culture is making a great plan and having a program to do it within.

Dan, when it comes to leadership development, it seems like the churches that are winning in
this area tend to bemultisite churches. Do you think there’s something about themultisite
model that provides amore conducive environment for leadership development?

DAN: I think it’s really about the leadership of the church having amultiplier's mindset. If you don't
have amultiplier's mindset, it's very difficult to create a culture for young leaders to be developed.
I mean, that's probably part of what got that particular church to bemultisite in the first place. I
think another part of it is a passion for the church to thrive after the current leadership team is
gone andmoves on. So I think it’s a multiplier’s mindset and a successionmindset that gets a
church to be amultisite church in the first place.

Tim, what have the biggest challenges been for you to raise up and empower future leaders at
Sandals? How are you trying to overcome those challenges?

TIM: We can be very task focused and achievement focused. But if our leaders are using their
influence to execute a lot of tasks, but not spending their time and influence on empowering and
building up the next generation, that's a big obstacle. The only thing that can get that mindset
changed is to encourage proximity from senior leaders to themore junior leaders. There's no
podcast, book, seminar, or conference that can replace howmeaningful that proximity has been to
my growth and development. (Watch “The Power of Proximity” by Sandals’ Vivi Diaz).

So that’s the encouragement I'd give to other leaders: Begin to see your influence not as
achievement through individual task completion, but empowering and getting other people ready
to dowhat you've done and gowhere you've been.
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Dan, I thinkwe’ve been going about raising up next generation leaders all wrong.Whenwe have
a young leader/pastor with potential, wemake them a student pastor or a campus pastor where
they are responsible for preparing amessage everyweek. Because of that, they spendmost of
their time developing their teaching skills, but theymiss out on the opportunity to develop their
leadership/pastoring skills.What do you think?

DAN: I think you’re right that there aremany components to being a good leader and a good
pastor—it’s not just one particular skill set. I would encourage people to think about three
categories of development: skills, character, and relatability (meaning how you connect with
people and their experience of you).

So that's a good place to start, ask: “What are the skills we need to train this person in? How dowe
need to develop their godly character? And how canwe help them developmore self-awareness?”
We've seenmany incredibly talented pastors fail over the last 10-15 years because of character
issues or because of how they treat people.

Tim, what are some of thewins you are seeing at Sandals when it comes to empowering next
generation leaders?

TIM: We’re celebrating that about 70% of our team is aMillennial or Gen Z. Young leaders are also
having real influence inmaking important decisions, which is another hugewin. One of our values
is unity, so when you have senior leaders working closely and empowering young leaders, there's
just a natural collaboration and trust that's forming over time that really has a positive impact on
our culture. Another one of our values is honoring one another: PastorMatt and Pastor Dan
regularly talk about inviting the right people to be at the table and deferring to their gifting, and
that doesn't discriminate over the generations. People can be gifted at many different stages of
their career arc and progression, andwe encourage that. (Download Sandals’ Staff Expectations
PDF.)

Dan, what encouragement would you give to other pastors and church leaders when it comes to
leadership development?What are some first steps they can be taking to empower next
generation leaders?

DAN: To pastors and church leaders that are discouraged: Get serious about investing in some
young leaders and you're going to find great joy. My favorite part of my job is hanging out with
young leaders, talking with them and learning from them andwatching them flourish. I think it'll
help you to battle through a season of discouragement and find joy and passion again.

In terms of next steps, consider these four P’s:

1. Priority. If you're a church that wants to invest in young leaders, make it a priority and
start now. Don’t wait until you have it all figured out.
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2. Perspective. Have amultiplier’s perspective that youwant the church to flourish when
you’re gone. The only way that can happen is if youmultiply and invest in young leaders.

3. Proximity. You have to get young people around you—whether that’s in your board
meetings, sermon planning, etc. Include young leaders whenever you can.

4. Plan. You need a little bit of a plan as you're going forward, but it doesn’t have to be great.
Don’t take toomuch time on it—just get started.

Listen to the full episode on Apple Podcasts, Spotify or at theunstuckgroup.com/episode313.

Free Webinar: How to Structure Your Sta� to Develop Next Gen Leaders

If wewant the legacy of our leadership to outlive us, we have to focus on giving leadership away
to the next generation. Join TonyMorgan and AmyAnderson on September 28 for this free
1-hour webinar where you’ll be empoweredwith the systems and strategies to confidently
structure your church for future impact.

Special Thanks to Our Sponsor for This Episode:

Do you ever feel like 24 hours in a day is just not enough?
Between yourministry and your life at home, managing
your time as a church leader can feel impossible. If

you’re feeling overwhelmed, our friends atBELAY can help.

BELAY is a staffing organization that has spent more than a decade helping busy church leaders
like youmanage their productivity and accomplishmore. From accounting services to
administrative support, BELAY has vetted U.S.-based specialists ready to fit your tailored needs.

Since time is themost valuable resource we have, BELAYwants to help youmaximize it by offering
our listeners an exclusive free download of their newest ebook, The Power of Productivity. This
insightful resource is filled with practical tips, helpful assessments, and somuchmore. Start
making themost of the time you have each day and leadwith BELAY.
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